Abstract—WebGL is typically used with web browsers. In this paper, we represent a standalone WebGL execution environment, where the original WebGL source codes show the same result to those of WebGL-capable web browsers. This standalone environment enables us to run WebGL programs without web browsers and/or internet connections. Our implementation shows the same rendering results with typical web browser outputs. This standalone environment is suitable for low-tier devices and/or debugging purposes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WebGL is the standardized way of providing 3D graphics output on web browsers, and first released in March 2011 [1]. More precisely, it is based on the canvas elements from HTML5 document architecture, and provides full 3D graphics features of OpenGL ES 2.0 and OpenGL ES SL (shader language) specifications. As shown in Fig. 1, WebGL programs are written in JavaScript language and embedded into HTML5 documents. The JavaScript codes call the WebGL API functions, to finally get 3D output on the web browser, using the underlying OpenGL ES 2.0 or DirectX 9.0 hardware.

![Overall flow of WebGL-based 3D graphics output](image)

WebGL achieved full compatibility and independence with underlying operating systems and/or windowing systems, adopting web browsers as the contents providing platform.

Notice that all the previous OpenGL family specifications are not free from the underlying platforms. Now, web browsers can provide overall programming interfaces, which are independent of underlying hardware, middleware, graphics library, and so on. Ideally, a WebGL program can be executed on every platform, where a web browser is available.

A web browser-based graphics environment, such as WebGL, would be platform-independent and hardware-independent. Additionally, it requires zero-footprint, since the web browsers are based on the internet connections, and can provide 3D graphics contents as streaming services. In contrast, we cannot use the WebGL-based contents, without web browsers or internet connections. Though the web browser-based environment was used to solve many compatibility-related problems, it is now impossible to use WebGL alone, without web browsers or internet connections.

In this paper, we present a standalone WebGL-executable environment. Where JavaScript programs with WebGL API calls can produce 3D graphics rendering results. This kind of standalone environment allows execution of WebGL programs without any web browsers and/or internet connections, to finally achieve more consistency of user experiences. It can be also used for local development and debugging purposes, as a light-weight programming environment.

Some related works are presented in Section II. Design and implementation details of our system are followed in section III. in section IV, Rendering results are compared with those of existing WebGL-capable web browsers. Section V presents our conclusions and future work.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

WebGL was originally introduced to add full 3D graphics rendering features to the HTML5canvas element. Thus, previous WebGL-capable systems are all implemented on the HTML5-capable web browsers. Currently, most major web browsers, including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Opera, and Apple Safari, provide WebGL features on their desktop versions, and are ready for providing them on their mobile versions. In the case of Microsoft Internet Explorer, they have not announced any official plane for WebGL support, but some third-party companies already provide special plug-in programs for full WebGL support [2].

Most of old pre-HTML5 web browsers do not provide WebGL features. Some of lightweight web browsers for mobile devices are also impossible to support full WebGL features. For these cases, a full software WebGL emulation library [3] has been implemented in JavaScript language. Since this library is executed in the JavaScript interpreter, it is hard to be used for full-scale animations or interactive applications.

Angle project is one of interesting WebGL related...
implementations [4]. In Microsoft Windows environment, they use DirectX as the official 3D graphics library, while WebGL implicitly requires OpenGL 2.0 or its compatible library. Angle project aims to process WebGL function calls directly on the DirectX 9.0 library, to let the WebGL functions be executable without OpenGL related drivers. It is now under development, and expected to be used for future applications.

There have been continuous attempts to execute the same web contents on both of the web browsers and other standalone application programs. For example, to execute JavaScript programs in separate application programs, the SpiderMonkey JavaScript Engine [5] was extracted from Mozilla Firefox browser, and V8 JavaScript engine [6] from Google Chrome. With these JavaScript Engines, JavaScript codes executed on web browsers can be embedded into traditional procedural languages, such as C and C++, to finally show the same execution results. One of the SpiderMonkey-based application programs [7] even provide standalone JavaScript programming environment. Notice that these applications are devoted to the execution of pure JavaScript language, and do not provide other extra features such as WebGL.

In the case of WebGL, the official standard specification was released in March 2011, and thus, most previous efforts are concentrated on the conversion process of previous desktop OpenGL or OpenGL ES applications to WebGL-based ones. At least to our best knowledge, there was no attempt to execute WebGL programs directly on separate application programs without web browser support.

III. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

In this paper, we present a stand-alone hardware-accelerated application program executing WebGL programs written in the JavaScript language. Our light-weight standalone application program will accept HTML5 documents or their embedded JavaScript programs with WebGL API calls, and directly display their final 3D graphics results on the screen, rather than with web-browsers. Using hardware OpenGL features provided on desktop PC’s and smart-phones, our system will be fully hardware accelerated.

The overall architecture of our system is shown in Figure 2. Starting from parsing the JavaScript source codes, our system converts their WebGL API calls to suitable OpenGL or OpenGL ES 2.0 functions. Finally, the underlying native OpenGL hardware shows the rendering result on the screen.

To be executed on the standalone program rather than web browsers, we applied some restrictions on the HTML5 and JavaScript-based WebGL programs as follows:

- **Multi-canvases are not supported.** – Our standalone system processes a single WebGL program, while web-browsers can handle multiple canvases in a HTML5 document.
- **Text outputs from the JavaScript programs or HTML5 documents are completely ignored.** – Pure OpenGL systems are hard to process the various text features of the HTML5 standard. We will mainly focus on the 3D graphics output from the WebGL.
- **Only selected features are accepted from the HTML5 DOM architecture.** – The DOM (document object model) interface [8] is the standard way of fetching information from the HTML documents, and provides variety of features. In contrast, WebGL programs only use several typical way of information access. Thus, we only provide some selected features of the DOM interface. For example, a typical WebGL program requires vertex shader and fragment shader source codes, which are typically provided in separate nodes in the DOM architecture. We implemented the way of gathering shader source codes from the different nodes in the DOM architecture. However, we do not provide all the general ways of gathering any type of information from the nodes.
- **Selected options from the canvas tag are accepted.** – WebGL programs are typically displayed with the HTML5 canvas tags. This canvas tag is originally designed to show

![Fig. 2 The overall architecture of our standalone WebGL system](image)
Our current implementation shows the same graphics output to the WebGL-enabled web browsers, as shown in Figure 3. Additionally, it shows the same response for keyboard and mouse interactions. In its execution speed, our program works slightly faster, mainly due to its lack of network delays. Since it is hard to measure the execution speed of WebGL programs, we cannot compare the execution speeds. However, we found that there have been no remarkable speed differences.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a standalone 3D graphics programming environment, which shows the rendering results from WebGL-based JavaScript programs, without web browser supports. Although the WebGL was originally designed for web browser-based, platform-independent 3D graphics output, we still need its standalone, local programming environment. In this paper, we starts from the SpiderMonkey JavaScript engine, OpenCL, GL shader Language, and GLUT libraries, and added much customized codes, to finally get the standalone WebGL execution environment.

We presented the details of our system design and implementation. We plan to add some related features and some official WebGL extensions.
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Fig. 3 Rendering results (a) from Chrome web browser and (b) our result